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P B OC E E D I NGS

1'

~~~~~~~~---

2

CHAIRMAN PALLADINOi

Will the meeting please come

3 to order.
The subject of t6day's meeting is a discussion of

4

5 NRC

enfo~cement

policy.

We·will proceed first by having the

6staff highlight the policy and set the stage for Commission
7 questions.
8

MR. DIRCKS:

Hr. Chairman, the slides are here.

9Vic Stello will take us through the briefing.
10 dwell too much on past details.

We will not

We will get to what we

11 consider the more significant, the two or three more
12 significant issues that have come out of the revision and
13 are proposed for the fin al statement.
14 too much on the past history.

So we will not dwell

Ye can do a summary and then

15 get directly to the issues.
16

MR. STELLO:· ·Just to get the first slide, the

17enforcement issue is an issu~ of long standing before the
18 Commission.

It began in 19720

19

{Slide.)

20

But the purpose of being here today is to try to

21 move fqrward, where in fact for the first time we· will have
22 a published document that announces what· the enforcement
23 policy of the agency is o

24

I think I might add that that is extremely

25 important to the office.

It was one of the first things
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3

1 that I

~ecoqnized

when I went into this job, that· we really

2 needed to set from,an overall point of view a policy for
3 enforcement that represented to the best measure we could
~the

policy that the Commission. wanted the office to followo

5 And I" view this document· as in fact. that policy and it would
6 be used for that purpose, as the guidance of the Commission

7 for vha t. we oug.ht to. do;
Following the preparation of the interim report

8

9 and policy, it has been used that was published last October
1n~s

interim guidance and was used in that way, there are a

11 number of things the Commission asked us. to do.

·one of

12 those was to have considerable public impact from meetings
13that we had throughout the country, that would really have
14 an opportunity to tell us what they thought about our
15 enforcement policy.
16

And we did in fact have those meetings, and had an

17 extensive comment period, which was extended to allow for
18 further comment.
19

The next slide, slide 2 --

20

(Slide.)

21

-- summarizes the significant comments that were

22 received, and the attachment we sent to the Commission is an
23 identification of the overall comments that were passed on
24 to us.

I think that the prevailing comment that came

25 through was· that the overall tone was too hostile

~nd

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY, INC, .
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4.

1

~nnecessarily

2

adversarial.

COMMISSIONER GILINSKY:

Did you get comments of

athe inspectors as well, our own inspectors?
4

Several times in the process the

MR. STELLO:

5 draft of the document .was distributed throughout the
· 6 regions, to collect from their management processes the

Tviews of the whole regional offices, getti~g comments from
8 everyone in the office to
9

I

th~

extent that we need it.

am not suggesting that each indi•idual inspector

10 commente.d on it.
11

MR. KEPPLER:.

I can tell you in Region III we .

12 actively talked about it.
13

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

Ar~

they kind of factored

14 into this final document?
15

MR. KEPPLER:

They're factored into the document

16 to the extent.that· I influenced it.
17

MR. STELLO:

· 18 these.by themselves.

I won't attempt to go through each of
The central comment was there was a

19 fear of having rigidity and finally getting promulgated as a
20 rule and a regulation for which there would be little or no
21 flexibility on behalf of the decisionmaker to take into
22account the specific facts, and would lose

th~

kind of

23 flexibility that our policy can have and in this case must
24 have.
25

Because as you know from our discussions on
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1 enforcement actions in the past, it is not an easy matter to

2 deal with and it should in fact retain the flexibility, and
3 i t is the recommendation to go forward with the policy as a
4 po1icy and incorporate it into the regulations in that way.
5

COMMISSIONER A-HEARNE:

Do you see any difficulty

6 in getting at some point so much flexibility that you lose
7 what.you were hoping for originally, a set of guidelines
8 that. would be relatively well understood both by our own

9 people and the licensees?
MR. STELLO:

10

I think that is a concerno

11 think we did that, though.

I don't

I think· we still have sufficient

12 guidance in here, obviously far more· than anything· we ever
13

14
15

had.

So I think it's a good balance.
8ut that flexibility, I want to emphasize, is a

very important aspect of i t and it is there•

16

The next slide

17

COMMISSIONER GILINSKY:

18

19

Could you explain the

third item?
MR. STELLO:

20 to a little later.

That's something I was going to come

If the licensee identifies an issue, the

21. way· the civil penal. ty had been constructed in the interim
22 policy, it still had the overriding -- the impression
23 created by our action, as going counter would cause people
24 to not bring up ·items; if there was a valve open and they
25 knew if they told someone i t was open that. there was going
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1 to be a big harassment over it, and it became a major
2 problem and a major flap and big civil penalties, that it
3 might create an incentive for the employee to just go ahead
4 and: close the valve and not say anything, and that we would

5·not find problems of noncompliance, and that the environment
: - 6 and the incentive· was counter, and that was one of the major
7 things I'll be coming back to that was reflected in the

8 policy.
(Slide.)

9

10:
11 just

Let me continue the point I was

The third slide.
discussin~

a moment ago, because I

think that is one of

12 th·e· major changes that was made in the enforcement policy,.
13 and that is- to allow for licensee-identified items of
14 noncompliance, that if

thos~

_items were so identified and

15 the licensee had done all the things

-~

he properly

16 identified and reported it,. he took the kind of
17 comprehensive- correction action that we want him to take to
18 prevent the occurrence, ·the operational history was
19 favorable, there were no piior notices of similar events,
20 and i t is not clearly something· for which there has been a
21 variety of previous occurrences

taking all of these

22 things into account would allow us then to fully mitigate
~

foi ·those circumstances, not to impose any civil penalty if

24 that in fact were the case.
25

I

think that is a very important feature in

th~
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1 new policy, because it does send, I think, the correct
2 message to provide an environment in which people will want
3 to find and rep·ort things to us, and do i t quickly and

4effectively; and.when they do, there is, if you will, a
5 report for doing it.
6

Of course, equally so the same factors, taken into

7 account, will allow us to escalate

t~e

civil penalty by a

.8 factor of.100 percent when things have not gone well, to go

9 al.1--the: way up to th.e full authority we have, $100 ... 000 for
10 the instance.
11

So if a poor job has in fact been .done or if

we find it, one of our inspectors rather than the licensee,

12 and it comes to us through that kind of a vehicle, then we
13. ha-ve the exercise of considerable muscle.
14

So it•s providing the environment both ways.

If

15they. don't find itand we do, it'sgoing to hurt much
16

worse~

And if they do a good job·of finding it and

17 correcting i t , there wil.l be no civil pena1tye
18 '

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO:

Is that categorical or there

19might be circumstances under which you would consider a
20 civil penalty even though maybe the reporting came through
21 -22

COMMISSIONER AHEARNEi

23

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO:

24 so categorical..
25

It ''s flexible.
You made the statement sound

That's why I raised the question.

MR. STELLO:

What I said is that everything was

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY, INC,
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1 very favorable with respect to every one of the elements .I
2 mentioned, and then at that time you could make the
3 decision.

You might also decide, for whatever.the reason

4.is,- that it.still. warrants a civil penal.ty and that
5discretion is there and can be applied.
6

One other change for which there is an item of

?disagreement, and that is a change as to whether or not we
.8 ought to issue a press announcement for a severity level
9 three violation where we•ve just proposed it, we have not
'' ~

10 imposed it, and should we go forward and issue a press

- 11 ann.0-uncement and make a big. case out of it.
12

My view is that as a matter of policy we ought to

13 provide the opportunity

befo~e

we make a public

14pronouncement, even thohgh we are very careful in trying to
15

use the words whil.e the action is. proposed and to. reserve on

16 the public announcement press r,elease of that action until
17 such time as we have made· up our mind and have given the
18 licensee a chance to respond, as a general principle, as a
19 matter of policy.
20

I

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO:

Joe Fouchard, I believe, or

'

21 the public affairs people believe that the press release
22. would be issued when the penalty was imposed..
~wondering

what their thinking was.

24

MR. STELLO:

25

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

And I was

Mr. Fouchard disagrees -But you do seem to believe

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY, INC,
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1 that you ought to issue a press release for one and two?
2

MR. STELLO:

Yes, at that point --

3

COMMISSIONER

AHEAR~E:

Could you draw the

4 dis_tinction why?

MR. ST£LLO:

5

In levels one or two, you are out

6 into· t:he realm where something serious in fact has

7 happened.

8
9 and

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

Are you saying that on one

two we know something has happened,, on three we suspect

10 som.ething might have happened?
11

MR. STELLO:

Generally thates true8 too.

On one

12 and two you kn·ow, and with res·pec't to three it includes
13 suspicion, but can include knowledge.
14account also the importance.

But I

take into

By definition, one and two are

15 far more important.
16

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: ... I thought that vas more the·

17distinction, that we knew versus we suspected~

I

thought

18 one and two were primarily the importance of the i temso
19

MR. STELLO:

Both.

The importance, if I were to

20 weigh the primary factor, that would be my primary factor.
21

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE=

You wouldn't say you would

22put it in three because it was very .important, but you're
23not positive, would you?
24

HR. STELLO:

25about everything.

There's a measure of. uncertainty

I don't think that that would in any way

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY, INC,
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1 be the overriding factor.

Severity. levels . one and two are.

2 fairly important subjects and there would be a considerable
3concern, and I think that the public ought to be informed
4 immediately.
COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

5

It sounded somewhat that

6 along· with. when you reach one and two in your list of

7enforcement actions, in addition to the money and so forth,
8 we also put out a public notice.
9

HR. STELLO:

That becomes part.of enforcement,

-10that's correct, it does indeed.
~1a

~ery

And it does have an effect,

significant effect • . And I

thin~

that with.respect to

-12 matters of lesser importance we can wait, because they are
13 damaging, a press release about a level 3 or a. level 1 in
14 terms of the damage that might have to a utility's
15 reputation I
16

think is probably not much different.

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

But the proposed action

17still goes in the public document room?
18

MR. STELLO:

19

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

Absolutely.
So it's not a question of

20it being available to the public; it's a question of it not
21 being a

pr~ss

release.

22

MR. STELLO:

23

CHAIRMAN· PALLADINO:

24

MR. FOUCHARD:

I think that's what Joe's point is.
Joe, would you comment?

Yes, sir.

My view is that we

25should be uniform across the board, that a civil penalty is

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY; INC,
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1 a serious

action~

2 a serious, action.

It is viewed I think by the Commission

~s

It is viewed by peopl.e who view the

3licensee in the local area as a serious action.

A proposed action is something that they are

4

5interested in.

I think the only disagreement we have is

6over severity level..three.

I

would point out that unless I

7have been mi~informed~ the cap on severity.level three is

8$100,000.

I cannot envision this Commission

propos~ng

to

Sf1rie· the util.ity $100,000 and not volunteering that
10 information.

11 .
12~he

Simil.arly, I

think we have·had

discuss~ons

over

last day or so about a severity level three case which

13· is soon to be announced.

I cannot envii;;ion us not

·14 volunteering a. press release· in. that particular ma:tter
-- 15 ·ei thei ..
16 .
- 17

I

rest my case ..

COMMISSIONER

AHEARNE~

Joe~

but yet you don't seem

18 to feel that we ought. to issue a press release for four and
19five, is that correct?
20
·~

22

MR. FOUCHARD:

Four and five are getting down

pretty much into the noise 1.evel, yes, sirs
COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

~that neith~r

But then it seems to me

I&E nor OPA feels that we ought to be

24inconsistent across the board.

I&E feels that

w~

ought to

25issue them on one and two, not three, four and five, but you

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY, INC,
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1 believe it should be on one, two and three.
MR. FOUCHARD:

2

I may be misinformed on how many

3 cases we've had of civil penalty on four and five.

It may

4 not be very few.
5

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO;

6

MR. FOUCHARD:

7

MR. STELLO:

9

MR. FOUCHARD:

Tha~

10

MR. THOMPSON;

There have been a number of cases

11'i~

No~

it's not very

few~

Okay.
Does someone happen to.have the

was my impression.

which severity level four and five violations were

12involved in a civil penalty packagee

However, the event

13 associated with those civil penalties has been at three or
14 -higher.
15

COMMISSIONER GILINSKY;

16pen~lties

levied specifically for severity level four and

17

Vere there any civil

five violations?

18

MR. THOMPSON;

I

don•t recall anyo

19

MR. FOUCHARD;

I

don't either.

20

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE;

~1

This is an enforcement

policy paper, not a civi1 penalty papero

Have we issued any

22four and five level violations?
23

MR. THOMPSON:

24

MR. STELLO:

25

MR. FOUCHARD:

Oh, yes, ·a very large number.
A very large number.
I think the civil penalty, Mr.

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY, INC,
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1 Ahearne, is a very visible action.

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

2

I would hope that any time

3 ve issue a penalty i t ' s a visible action.

MB. FOUCHABD;

4

We go all the way from notices of

5violation to civil penalties to orders to modify or suspend
6 licenses.

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

7

I would hope that on our

8 side we take .these seriously and. we approach these, any
9 penalty, whe.ther it.'s a notice all the way up to shutdown.,

10 that it• s all taken seriously.

So I'm not sure I understand

11 why there should be a, gradation, unless part of the -- if
12 part of the enforcement package is that at some point we put
.13th~

public spotlight on them, even before we finish, then I
Otherwi~e,

14 would understand it.

I

don•t understand why we

15 slice i t someplace.
16

MR. FOUCHARD:

Again, on four and five I don't

17 believe there. have been any civil penal ties in that area,
18 and the only disagreement we have is in that area.

19

MR. STELLO;

I should note one thing for the

20Commission,' that the new definition of severity level three
21 is

a.~ombined

three and four level category, and the scale

22of severity level three is broader, which will include many
23 of the items of lesser importance as well.
24

I .do view, and I

think I

want to emphasize, that

26 issuing a press announcement by itself has a sign if ican t

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY, INC,
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1 effect on licensees •
..2

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO:. What would be your opinion

3 about using press releases on proposed penalties or only
4 civil penalties?
MR~

5

6

w~uld

Is that. wha.t you.•re proposing?

STELLO:

For levels one and

~wo

automatically go. For three as a general

press releases
m~tter,

it

7 would not.
8

CHAIRMAN

PALLADINO~

I~

there's a civil

penalty~

9 if there •s a dollar penalty?
10

MR. STELLO:

I would not with three ..

11

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO;

I"m saying what would be.

12 wro:ng with saying that any time yqu impose a civil penalty
13 that you make a press release even wherr you propose it,
·

~4

because if it•s severe enough to warrant a civil penalty it

15 sounds to me it's severe

en~ugh

to accomplish whatev•r

16 purpose· you· want to accomplish wi:th a press relea.se on the

17 prop·osed penalty.
/

18

MR. STELLb:

Because in that case it

19 importance from the safety point of view.

i~

of lesser

The opportunity

20 to have the licensee present, which is what happens in a
21 proposed action, his side of the story, and to the extent
22 t.ha t we might mo.dify our action, that the final. action,
23 which is the

~mposition

of the civil penal.ty itself, is what

24 is.announced, and it allows an

opportuni~y

to take into

25 account what the licensee has said related to the issue. - It
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15

1 could include, .at least conceivably, full mitigation.
2

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO:

I have a feeling that if

3 you're proposing that if you're proposing a dollar penalty
4 that you already have concluded there's some real sound
5 basis for that penalty.
6

MR. STELLO:

7

MR.

a policy·

KEPPLER~

That's true.
I have-a pointo

In the current

there are six severity levels, and where we have had

9 our biggest difficulties is in those events or problems that
10 fit in severity level three and severity level four. · And
11 there's been a. lot of debate· about some proposed' fi.ndings
12 th·at have been issued, and we have mitigated some of them ..
Once.you go out with a press announcement that

13

14 licensee

is

guilty by the fact that the proposed fine has

15 been levied, whether or not yon mitigate the thing in total
16 --- and what we have done with the new policy is to combine
17 basically severity level three and four into one severity
18 and say, instead of it being an automatic civil penalty
19 action, we're· going to put it in the mode of that's an area
- · 20 we 're going to consider very heavily.
21'
22

So it's conceivable. to me you may go out with a.
~roposed

civil penalty for that problem in this area, get

23 the licensee's response back and decide maybe you won't
24 issue a civil penalty.
25

COMMISSIONER GILINSKY:

You're making it sound
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1 frivolous, like we go out and say, we'll toss out a penalty
2 and .if he

~omes

back· with a good reason for what he did

3 we'll cancel the penalty.

I assume when you're talking

4 aboµt these kinds of numbers you're pretty serious about
5 it •. _ There is at least to your satisfaction a violation that
· 6 has taken place and you're levying a penalty.
7

And obviously our system allows.the licensee the

8 opportunity to challenge that.
9 rules and the law and so on.

That's his right under our
And if we're proved wrong,

10 go9_d, we '11 change it.
11

CHAIBMAK PALLADINO:

What concerns me is we might

12 not make a deep enough investigation, for a category three
13 at

l~ast

or maybe any of the others, if we allow

14 negotiation, so to .speak.

I think when we get to the point

15 of· proposing the civil penalty that we should have

~ade

a

16 deep enough investigation, an effective enough investigation
17 to be rather sure that, by golly, we're on solid ground in
18 proposing this civil. penalty.
19

And once you've proposed it, if you•re going to

20 follow for one or two I think it ought to follow for
21 wherever you're proposing a civil penalty.
22

MR. KEPPLER:

I think that's exactly ·the reason

23 that bothers me about this.

What this may lead to if we go

24 the route of issuing a press release, it may lead to a
25 negotiation get-together beforehand, and I don't

th~nk
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1 enforcement ought.to be conducted that·way.

CHAIBHAN PALLADINO:

2

I wasn't suggesting that.

I

3 was suggesting that" the investigation was such that you

4 ought to be on pretty solid ground.
5.

MR. STELLO:

6

CHAIRMAN PALLA.DINO:

I think that's a fair assumption.

I think we have spent more

7 time on this than we need to.

MR. STELLO:

8

When you issue a press announcement

9 and the press announcement identifies the proposed action
10 and this agency is a yery visible agency;. it does get
11 considerable media interest.

If you issued an announcement.

121ater after the imposition whi6h changed in any way, shape
13 or form, it's not. likely that tha-t will have any media

14 interest at all.
15

Let me finish.

The reason for suggesting this was

16 ·tha-t on the lesser important safety issues the agency could
17 wait to state its· final view be ca use it was lesser, and it 18

was only on that

hasi~

of saying, okay, there's at least a

19 bas-is to wait in this instance.
20
~I'm

I know somehow I got pushed into a corner where
against motherhood, which is informing the public, and

22 I'm certainly not.
23

COMMISSIONER GILINSKY:

You used a little

24 overkill, I think,· 1.n defending your view here.

Let me ask

25 you, when ve issue a proposed civil penalty doesn • t

that
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1 become a matter of public knowledge whether or not we issue
2 a press. release?
3/

MR. STELLO;

4

COMMISSIONER GILINSKY:·

Yes.
So what are we talking

5 about?

MR. STELLO:

6

Whether we formally issue the press

_7 .release or not, and there's a big difference.

8

COMMISSIONER GILINSKY:

Well, somebody is going to

9 call you up and interview you anyway, or at least your

10 successor.

And I just don•t understand what we're thinking·

11 a.bout.
12

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO;

I think we've got as much

13 input as. we• re ·going to get on this question.
~4

There are

hopefully some other questions.
MR. STELLO:

Let me move to slide 4.

16

(Slide.)

17

There's one.other change I think I.would. like to

18highlight, and I think the previous two slides identify the
19 changes ... One that I think it's important for the Commission
20to focus on, there is a category called miscellaneous
21 activities now included, which-identifies and collects some
22 of these issues that we've been struggling with in terms of
23material false statements, Part 21 violations and what have
24·youe

And there's now a complete brand-new section that

25trias to articulate what the policy ought to be for these
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1 various kinds of issues.
2

· Yesterday I think I did note that there are issues

3 that can arise where there is an intentional and willful
4 violation of a regulation ·or intentional false statement

·smade of one type or another, for which it can become an
6issue of either license revocation -- and this builds on the
7 concept tha.t there is in fact that kind of severity that can

8be behind the

issu~

of having false information

COl!f'MISSIONER AHEARNE:

~g-

Can we discuss that

10 subject?
11

-_.

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO:

Yes, go aheadQ

I had a

12 que·stion on that.
13

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:.

This is section 7.

The

· 14impression I get in reading it, i t says, "severity one are
15very significant violations involving material false
16 -st-ate:-men ts" -- I' 11 skip some of the others -- "which, had
--11-th&t been available to the NRC and accurate, would clearly
18have resulted in regulatory action."
And then severity two is the

~ame

type of

20 violation in the absence of management awareness; level
21 three, et cetera.
22

The impression I have is that lying to us about

23sqmething is not in itself a violation unless the object,
24. the inf or:ma tion about which the· gu_y or woman lied _to us, had
25it been truthful would have led to.some regulatory action,
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1 but lying per se is not a violation.
2

COMMISSIONER GILINSKY:

Well, a material false

3statement doesn•t seem in itself to be a violation.
4
-~get

COMMISSIONER

AHEABNE~

That•s what I"m trying to

at ..

6

COMMISSIONER GILINSKY:

The material false

7statement has the added aspect of materialitya

In other

Swords, it"s talking about something which is material..,
9mat~rial

10

being something which we would take into
MB. STELLO:

account~

Well.., material false statement can be

Hly:i.n-g or not, and it can be an omission or commission,p

12 either.
13

COMMISSIONER AHEABNE:

But this said it would

14clearly have had to have resulted in regulatory action.
- . 15

COMMISSIONER GILINSKY:

Let•s go back to the VEPCO

16case of some years ago, where a company failed to supply us
17w~th
18~ould

a report which in retrospect turned out to be one that
not have affected our actions, but would have been one

19 that we would have taken into account.

On that basis, we

20fined the company pretty severely for those days.
21

nR.

STELLO: The fact you would have tiken it into

22account is a regulatory action.
23

COMMISSIONER AHEARNEg

This says would clearly

24 have resul.ted in regulatory action.
25

MR. STELLO:

I

But that severity level one is trying
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1 to respond to the VEPCO case where it doesn't have to have
2 -- it would have probably been something more appropriate on
3 the severity level three or four, which indicated that it

- 4-was a material. false. statement,· period..

So that's

5 included.
6 :

COMMISSIONER

GILINSKY~

So you're putting that at

. 7 severity level three?

8

MB. STELLO:

- 9 level thr:ee.

It would be included in severity

At -1east my recollection of the VEPCO case is

·-10tha-t•s what it is.
11

Now~

I was trying to deal with_ the question

12Commissioner Ahearne asked

me~

which is is a lie that h•s no

·13 materiality at all -- I think that would be a violation of
14 our regu1a ti on if i t were a li.e. in response to questions
15 that were being asked of an inspector or an investigator ti
16and a violation of a regulation is a violation.
Now, if it had no materiality at all, I guess I

-1-T·

18 need
19

COMMISSIONER GILINSKY:

Then it's not in our

20 system; i f he gives you the wrong time of day -2t
22~0

MR. STELLO:

If he asks you the time and he lied

you, is.that a violation?
COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

~you

But your sense here is that

believe that you have covered any case that would be

25siqnificant with respect to a lie told to an inspector?
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1

MR. STELLO:

2

COMMISSIONER GILINSKY:

3 four.

I think so.
It may be a severity level

I don't remember the case we were talking about in

4 detail, whether management awareness was involved or not.
· ·· 5 And I •m ·not sure I know what your definition of that is in
6 any case.
7

But it m·ight actually have tumbled down to

8 severity level. four.
9

MR. STELLO:

Frustration of a regulation process

10is a specific regulation in itself.

I don't think i t falls

, 11 in

12

COMMISSIONER GILINSKY:

I'll tel.l you, what

13concerns me is whether or not management is aware of any
14 specific false statement. to the NRC, it seems to. me
: 15management does have to take responsibility for a climate in
16 wh·i:ch such. statements are- made, or take· credit for one in
17 which they .are not made.
18

MR. STELLO;

Agreed.

19

COMMISSIONER GILINSKY:

And I think that I guess I

20 woul.d. raise these from I guess the basement here to a higher
21 level.
22

MR. STELLO:

Well, the highest level, do you

23agree, ought to be when that happens with management
24a~areness?

25·

That is, severity level one.
COMMISSibNER GILINSKY:

How do you define
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1 management awareness?
2

MR.

STELLO~

We go through an investigation, prove

3 that management -COMMISSIONER GILINSKY;

Suppose you take a planto

5 Where vould you -6

MR. STELLO:

7

COMMISSIONER GILINSKY;

8

MR. STELLO:

A plant superintendento
A plant superintendent?

I could visualize that there

Yes~

- 9 could be other elements of management which. might allow me

10 to· come to this conclusion.
T1

COMMISSIONER GILINSKY;

The shift supervisor you

12 would not put in that category?
13

MR. STELLO:

14 before I would answer.

I said I •ould need more information
That •s why I was struggling.,

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO:

It•s pretty hard to answer

16 that- -on a very broad basis because i t depends on the
17 responsibility of the individual.,
18

COMMISSIONER GILINSKY: ·I agreeo

But I certainly

-19 think that management awareness makes it worse, and it works
20the other way, too. But since you specifically put them in
21 bins here and said when management is aware it"s at· this
22 level and when management is not aware it's at this level,
23rather than being a flexible factor that you apply. to
24 individual cases, then it is important to know what level of
25 management we're talking abouto
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1

MR. STELLO:

But I would need to

kno~

a lot more

2 about· this particular event before I can answer.

MR. DIRCKS:

3

It's so varied.

Then you would have

4 to have a

5

COHMISSIONEl AHEARNE:

In B-3 in that same item

6 and C-3, you didn't seem to have any difficulty.,
MR. DIRCKS:

7

I guess the way we can leave this ise

·a if we could get some suggestions we•d be -- I don't think.-9 if- there

is any innovative language we could pick up, we

10 would stick it in. here.

MR. STELLO:

. 11

Why don•t we leave it that way?
I think" having worked at various

12 le'v·ei:s· of management, I think the key point is is. that
13 individual in a position to make a decision about this
.

.

·· 14 matter· or must he refer it on up.

If he or she is. the

- 15--in:dividual responsible to make a decision on that matter, I
16.would say that's.the -- that's why I struggled so hard to
· 17answer your question without knowing more of the facts, and
18 I don't know how to get more guidance in here without trying
19 to write something that's approaching a very large
20 document.
21

COMMISS!ONER GrLINSKY:

The other side of it is

22very hard ta judge, whether this is something one agrees
23~ith

or not, unless there are some

exampl~s,

either real or

24 imaginary, that you could suggest that would give me a
25 feeling for just what you have in mind.
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MR. STEtLO:

1

I said-if there were actions under

2 the.cognizance of the plant superintendent that he.was aware
3 of that were improper, that's severity 1eve1 one.

If there

· 4 were actions taken by the shift supervisor which didn"t go
5.above.him and went only below him and no other element of
6 management was involved, it woul.d depend on what that action
7·miqht be.

If he were licensed it might be. an action against

8 him.

9

MR. DIRCKS:

.10 reactors.

But now youere=talkinq-only about

It has to apply to fuel cycle plants, to chemical

11 pl.ants,,to.reprocessing plants, to anything that goes on.
12

MR. STELLO:

The shift supervisor is licensed.

To

13 use that example, then the action would more properly. be
14 directed at him, at he or she and he or she's license.

And

15 the departure then from where we are at this point goes
16-dir•ctly t6 that individual. being a
17

license~

at that level.

So you have to get up to some level where you are

18 above licensed people, which puts us into another element of
19

marrag~ment.

And I

don't real.l.y know how to deal

20 without the specific set of
21

MR. DIRCKS:

~ith

it

circu~stances.·

I think the point is you have tried

22 as hard as you could to get it in here.

If there is a

23 suggestion.to make it better, we can sit down and work with
24 it.
25

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO:

One thought might be decision
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t level as opposed .to recommending level.

For example, i£ I

2 hav·e to go to my boss. to get his approval to do somet:Oing,
3 then I am not really the management level that you•re
.4 tal:king about.

But if I am f.ree to make the. decision to do

5 something, . then

MR.

6

DIRCKS~

We can put a footnote under where

· 7 ,w:e •re saying '"management awareness" and -8

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO&

You·might try it and see if a

9 wordc such as that.might.help.

10 .

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

11 haTe, when.you have

a~aterial

In the footno.te that, you do
false statement that is false

12 by omission or. commission, does willful.ness enter into that
- 13 qefin·it1on?
14

MR.- MURRAY:

15

COMMISSIONER AHEARNEi

Not at all.

So that in the severity

- 16 list willfulness is another factor that gets put on?··
COMMISSIONER GILINSKY;.

17
18

19

W4ere··does that come up at,

all·?
MR~

STELLO:

Willfulness?

If there is a

20management awareness of the activity that connotates
21 agreement to go forward with something that was improper,
22 then it•s at that level that it is a severity level
23

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

24 material false statement does not

on~.

Jim has just said the
the .Question of

25 willfulness doesn't entero
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1

MR. STELLO:

Absolutely not.

But where does it

2 belong in severity level if I have the management
3 awareness?
COMMISSIONER GILINSKY:

4

So is that your way of

. - - "5 adding willfulness?
6

MR. STELLO:

Yesu

7

COMMISSIONER

AHEARNE~

8

f~lse ~tatement

WaitQ

This says a material

with management awarenessQ

But if the

9 material false statement doesn't have willfulness embedded
10·in it, then it•s management awareness of the material false
11 -s-tatement.

I. don't see that brings in willfulness ..
MR. HURRAY:

12

Not embedded in it in the sense to be

13 a material.false statement it has to be

~illful.

I didn't

14 mean that it couldn • t -COMMISSIONER. AHEARNE:

Oh, it does have to be

16 ·wi"llful.

I see ..

17

MR. MURRAY:

18 will:ful.

It does not have to be willful to meet the

No, I say it does not have to be

19 Commission's definition oi a material false statement.
20

But if it is willful and material and false, it

21 ca-n also be a material false statement ..
22
~have

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE;
to be.

Certainlyo

But it does not

So I'm still trying to figure out where would

24 willfulness come in as a factor.
25

HR. STELLO;

As I understand material false
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1 statement in the previous statements made by the Commission,
2 I could have an act or a fact or information, that
3 information is such that the whole issue of whether that
- ·4

~asri't

provided to us 6r.wasn't given to us was an act

-5 omi-tted or committed.

When you add . that a11 of that was in

6fac-t known,·it was, if you wil.1, not provided to us, that
7

inf6r~ation,

by management awareness, that's the

8 willfulness•
9

The material fals&

10 ha-v-e: it in.

st~tement

could or could not

But if management was a ware.that there was

11 material,. that he had information, data which suggested that
12 something was

~rong,

improper, fa1se, his application was

13 fa1se or actions in the plant or whatever and he

wa~

aware

14 of tha:t, then that clearly adds willfulness to it ..

15

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

So in your view the

· 16 sta-tement manaqement awareness indicates more than just
- 17aware of a statement that was made-or a

sta~ement

that was

18 not. ma.de, but· in addition knows that it should have been
19 made?
20

MR. STELLO:

Yes, and knows the subject with which

21 the material false statement deals ..

22

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

~.your view

is

24

MR. STELLO:

25

COMMISSIONER GILINSKY:

So management awareness in

willful not ~eporting of information?
Yes.
Let me ask you this.
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1 is not every single case of that severity level one?
2

HR. STELLO:

3

COMMISSIONER GILINSKY:

It is.
No, it's got to be,.would

4 clearly result in regulatory action.

And if you've got a

5 management that is lying· to us

MR. STELLO:

6

I. guess there is more being read into

7 "regulatory action•• than I thought· I

had read into it.

8 Regulatory action to me is, having produced a review process
9 or an evaluation of the decision, it was okay_ or it wasn •t

10 o~ay.·
11

It was information the agency needed to have.
COMMISSIONER GILINSKY:

But we' re really talking

12 about material statements, and "material" means something we
13 would take into account.

And by adding those extra remarks,

14you know, qualifications, accurate at the time and so on,
15 would clearly result in regulatory action, you are
J6suggesting that materiality
17
18

~snot

enough.

At least

that~s

wh-at it suggested to me.
Now, what you're saying is that a deliberate

19falsification of documents or lying to us on matters

wh~ch

20are material does not in itself go.to the top of the heapc
21 And boy, I think it should.
22

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO:

23precluded here.

I don"t think willfulness· is

What I can't understand is whether you want

24 the willfulness in there.
25

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

My impression· is that B
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1. didn't see i t necessarily in there, but I&E.thought it was.
2

MR. DIRCKS'

I think it's implied, if you take a

3 false.statement and discuss i t with management, that there's
4 some element of willfulness.
5

COMMISSIONER GILINSKY;

6straiqhtfprvard?

.Why don't we deal with it

Why don't we say there have been mistakes

7~ad~ and material false statements which have been made

8deliberately?

We.just cannot tolerate the latter category 6

: 9andc we have- talked

~bout

this before.

The whole system

10 col1apses if we tolerate that •

. 11
· 12

MR. DIRCKS:
whe~her

Why don't you take a loOk and see

you can build in people deliberately telling lies

13 will be held in greater jeopardy?
14

COMMISSIONER G_ILINSKY:

Well, companies, if you're

15 talking about management •..
16

MRo.STELLO'

I will look at taking that phrase

17 "would clearly. have resulted in regulatory

action~

outo

I'm

18 not sure it changes much.
19

·COMMISSIONER GILINSKY:

I'm not sure what you

· 20meant by it, but .it suggested a fairly sharp qualification.
21.

MR.

DIRCKS~

This is a newly developed section.

22think we developed it in response to much of the concerns
~the

Commission has expressed.

It can be improved and we'll

24go back and take a look at it.
25

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO:

Do you have any more,-Vic?
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1

MR. STELLO:

2 point.

No, I was going to quit at that

I think I hit what.were the major issues that the

~C~mmission would be interested in and the more significant

4changes, and at that point

go

to answer any questions the

5 Commission wants.
6

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO;

I

wonder if I could begin

7with·a couple of factual questions.

It's not clear from

8 reading this document at two different parts what the
For example, on page 7 it's the second.

· ·gmaximum penalty is.

10 paragraph that talks about up to the statutory limit of
11 $100,bOO per violation per day.

Then on the next page,

12almost in the middle of the page i t says:
13in~tance

14

~However,

in no

will the civil penalty for any one violation exceed

$100,00o.·~

15

MR. STELLO,

16

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO:

17

Another question has to do with Table 1, which is

18on page. 10.

Per day.
Well, you want to add ito

You have severity levels and then you have

19categories, and I didn"t know what a category waso

It says

20 "non-category one"

I'm sorry, I'm looking at the headings

21 and I'm looking at

proceeding from the heading

~2"safeguards"

it says "non-category one" and

"cat~gory

one."

23 And I don't know what that means and I couldn't find it in
24 the document.
25

And somehow category one seemed like --
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We can define what category one is.

PALLADINO~

It's from the regulations.

3 It. was important to me because, not knowing and just
4f~llo~ing

your general approach that if something was

5cateqory one it seemed like it ought to have a higher fine
-sthan if it was non-category
-7-8

there~s

·- -

on~.

And I'm not sure whether

a lot to understand there.
It seems like a good

COMMISSIONER BRADFORD:

9 q·u·estion.

Why isn • t that the case?
CHAIRMAN PALLADINO:

10

I ·didn't know what·"category"

1t meant.

- 12

COMMISSIONER BRADFORDi

Category one is a

13 strategic quantity.
14

MB. STELLO:

15

The nnonn belongs over thereo

- 16 - - .

MR. DIRCKS:

He• s going to get th·e regulations ..

It's a mirror image ..

(Laughter.)

17
/

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

18

That's all right.

·- 19 Everybody would have known what they were.
20

-

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO:

There was another questiono

21 Suppose you have multiple violations over an extended period
22·0£ time.

Does this give you any guidance as to what is the

23 maxi:mum that you would go to?

I appreciate that part of the

24situatibn may be complicated.

As a matter of fact, it may

25be we didn't catch i t soon enough.
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1

But if there are a number of things that you

2 eventually find and you find out they have t·'been .in existence
· 3 for -100 days, is there any guidance here that tells you. what
4 -5:
-a~ut

MR.

STELLO~

T don't think,

t~

It tells you how to do the per dayG
answer the questiort of, does this

-1policy in some way say that you are prohibited from issuing
' 8 a ·civil penalty in excess of X dollars, I think the answer
- 9 i"s no in that context..

10

There is no upper limit.

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO:

Well, I don't feel

- ·11 C-omfortable in not knowing. what. we would do in a
12 circumstance if you find five violations and four of them
13 were for· 100 days and one was for 50 days. -Would you apply
· 14 the- $"1-00 ,000 limit· if that were the limit?

15

MR. STELtO:

Neg for.100 days, no, not likelyo

- ·15 The policy we have been. working under is

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO:
18you do that?

Well, why not?

Why wouldn't

Let's assume no mitigating circumstances

19 except our own inability to find it.

-20
:

~

~R.

STELLO~

First, with respect to previous

guidance and the way we have been operating, if we were to

-22-propose a c·ivil penalty in excess of _$300,000 we would come
23back to the Commission and @xplain on.what basis we felt
24there was a justification. to go beyond that limit in a
25 particular instance.

I would feel that that policy would
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1 still. prevail.
2

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO:

Is that in here, the $300,000

. 3 lim·it. you would come to the Commission?

HR. STELLO:

Yes.

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO:

MR. STELLO•

I missed that.

That is the policy we•ve been

7 operating under.

8
- _9

- 10

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO;
MR. BICKWIT;
. MR. STELLO:

.Is that in.here?

Yes 6 it

is~

With respect to any

prohib~tion

on

11any upper limit beyond that, we have not dealt with that
12 subject except a hypothetical example you presented to me
13 results .in a civil penalty of $10 million.

Although there

14 may be circumstances for which that clearly is a
15 consideratiori, it seems very, very unlikely to.me that that
· 16 would arise, that we would ever feel the need to impose a
17c1vil penalty of $1006000 a day for 100 consecutive dayse
18

But you know, I guess all generalizations are

19 false, including that one.

It• s just I can't think of an

20 example •.
21
. - - 22

23
24
25
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1

COM.MISSIONER BRADFORD:

Vic, while we're still

2 somewhere near Table 1-A, if I'm reading i i correctly, would
3 you tell me what the penalty would be for materials licensee
4 that gave you a false statement in the course of an

5 inv_estigation, about how many sites containing waste he
6 happens to have on his property?
7

MR. STELLO;

8

COMMISSIONER BRADFORD:

9

MR. STELLO;

!9 _$:1_0_Q_,ooo.

A materials licensee?
Yeso

By definition, the theoretical is

The discretion is there to.

go

that high.

11 Dependin·g on the circumstances, the number would be for
12 severity level 1 i t would be $1000e
13

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE'

Well, it depends on -- you

14 _said materials licensee.
15

COMMISSIONER BR AD FORD:

I am saying the m.a terials

16 licensee.
17

MR •. STELLO:

18

COMMISSIONER BRADFORD:

19 coming out at variance

I

assume you meant the last one.

usin~

Somehow we seem to be

this table with the experience

2Q_we_'ve heard. about just in the last 24 hours.
21

MR. STELLO:

I suggest that there is discretion to

22 allow that to go up to $100 ,OOO.
23

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO:

I don't understand that

24 $100,000 limit, because then you say you can go to 1003
25 above that.

So which is it?

Is i t $100,000' per day?
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1

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

$100,000 per day is limited

2 by law.
3

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO:

4 like
5

..

y~_u

$100~000,

I presume

can go. up 100%.

6

So when you have something

that~s

per day.

Then here it says

You can't go up 1 oor.?

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

No, no, this table down

7here is really to tell you what is the basis for the

8 Category 2, 3 -9

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO;

I know, but it's always

10 limited by the $100,000, that's an absolute
11

MR. STELLO:

12

CHAIRMAl PALLADINO:

l~mit~

That's correct&
So you can•t vary it.100%

13 except within those limits.
14

MR. STELLO;

Except within those limits, that's

'

. 15 r_igbt.
16

COMMISSIONER

GILINSKY~

What's the significance of

17 the table, then?
18

COMMISSIONER AHEABNEg

The upper table talks aborit

19 the base for severity 1, and the bottom table is now to tell

20 you what are the appropriate bases for Categories 2, 3, 4
21_ and 5.
22

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO:

That's the other thing that

23 you go 1003?
24

MR. THOMPSON:

If Hr. Ahearne's.interpretation is

25 correct in the way we wrote it, that bottom portion is to
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1 not apply to the severity levels.

There is the narrative

2 that does state plus or minus 100,.; on the severity level 1
3 for the large licensees.

That carries you over $100,000

4 which is the statutory limit ..

5

COMMISSIONER GILINSKY:

How does it apply to the

6 bottom of that table where it"s $1000 or $6000?

l

MR. STELLO'

7

Normally i t 9 s plus or minus 100%,

8 which could you take you to a factor of 2 higher..

But

9 there's a blanket statement of discretion if something was

_ ~O particul.arly egregious or if there was a need, you could go

11 up to

$100~ooo.

There's no prohibition in law that prevents

12 yo.u from doing that.

This policy is trying to, you know, tell you what

.13

14 to do; hopefully, most of the time to guide you.
:t !?

.

_ J6_the_
11

COMMISSIONER GILINSKY:

But I

thought that most of

you don't feel. that's a commitment to state whether

or not
MR~

19 $100,000.

STELLO:

The law al.lows you to go to

There's nothing in this policy

if you have

20 something particularly egregious, to use the full force of
21 the law o

22

COMMISSIONER BRADFORD;

But it is true that on the

23 face of the policy, using this table for the case we were
24 talking about, you would come out at 500?
25

MR. MURRAY:

You'd come out at 4000, I believea
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1 You•ve got the 8000 and you've oot·the severity level 3.
2

COMMISSIONER BRADFORD:

·You would consider them an

3 -industrial user rather than under the category of other
4·materials licensees?

MR. STELLO:

5

There are other factors you apply if

6 it•s particularly egregious, which is above these.

COMMISSIONER BRADFORD:

7

Which is.what would get

8 you from 400 or 500 up to·--

MR. STELLO:

9

CHAIRMAN

10

1i

~uestion

Right~

PALLADINO~

Can I still come·back to my

on the limit of $300,000?

It says under --

12 incidentally, this is comments which I didn't think were
13 part of the policy.

It says, "Currently, the policy cal.ls

14 for Commission review when.e. 11

Then i t says, '" ••• the civil

15 pen-al ty for a single violation exceeds ~300 ,O 00.'"
16

Yhat I'm saying is why shouldn"t.that be in the

17 policy?
18

VOICE:

It is.

19

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO:

Where?

Just onl.y by the

20question and answer?
21

MR. THOMPSON:

On page 15 of the policy itself you

22wi11 find a discussion of the conditions under which we
23notify or consult with the Commission on actionsm

Item 2

24 towards the top of the page.
25

MR. STELLO:

It's three times severity level 1
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1 val.ues. ·Page 15.
2

MR. THOMPSON:

3

MR. STELLO:

Of the policy itself.
In the policy.

.MR.·THOMPSON:

4

There are four cases where we.will

5 always come to the· Commission.
6 -

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO;

7

COMMISSIONER GILINSKY:

8Table 1-A.

Okay, thank you.
Let me get back to that

Let's take a case that we haven't dealt with,

· 9 let's take a test reactor or.whatever.

And suppose that you

10decide that the violation was so severe that it ought to
11

exceed 100% above

~>°10;.000;
Ho~

12$15,000 or $40,000.

it ought to bev I don't.know,

much of a case does someone have in

13 coming. back. to us and saying wait a minute, you agreed on.
14 ·certain guidelines and you 're going way beyond these
15guidelines.
·- · -

~

- .:16

17

And, you know, sure, you have the discretion

·.un:d:e ·the 1.aw, but you agreed to put certain limits on what
you are going to do.

MR. MURRAY:

-18
19there

~s

I think there's no question but that

some inhibiting effect in establishing the policy.

20It's not a legal effect but it could be viewed -- I ' l l turn
~

it over to Leonard -- by a reviewing court as reflecting

22some abuse of

discret~on

if it weren't independently

23 justifiable.
24

MR. BICKWIT:

25

MR.

STELLO~

Agreed.
Indepdently justifiable means it was
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1 very serious.
2

MR. MURRAY:

If you had a particularly

Yes.

3egregious example that the policy itself specifical1y
4 reflects that in those cases we can go above.

I

don't think

5 ·yo·u ·can predict in advance, or it's very difficult and we
6haven't been able· to, exactly what every individual

c~se

is

7 going to look l.ike to ·set the rul.es for.,

COMMISSIONER GILINSKY g

8
-gba~~

penalty.

·1o~ss~me

Oka·y, so we have a·· certain

But in attaching the plus 100% to it, I would

-- and I would think most people would assume

that

11 t-ha-t covers the range of cases up to pretty. bad cases.,

12

MR. BICKWIT:

There's a reference in the policy

13.itself to special circumstances allowing you to depart from.
14these principles,· and that would certainly be re1ied oa iri
15 any suit of the nature you are posing ..
16

MR •. MURRAY:

That would be an exercise of

17 discretion when you departed from it, and any exercise of
18discretion will be judged whether it"s been abused or not,
19and that's going to depend on the particular circumstances
20of the exercise of the discretione
21

MR. BICKWIT:

On page_ 1 it says 6 "Each enforcement

22 action. is dependent ·on the circumstances of the case,. and as
23far as emphasizing· discretion, after consideration of these
24 pol.icies aild procedures.".
25

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO:

Cafi I ask a couple more
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At so~e places -- and I'll have to look here

1 questi6ns?

2 at ·som·e places they are called, I guess, Supplement. Number 4 ·
~3severity

categories.

4violations
~

It talks about very significant

involvin~

whole body exposure of

a number of the

5 pub1.i:c. in excess of two and a half rems r.adiation..
6 some places i t talks about half a

And in ·

tem .

For example, when we come to transportation it's a

7

8 half a rem, and they . are both severity 1, and somehow they
9 don 't seem' consistent ..
- . 10 -

COHMISSIORER AHEARNE:

Wel1, add to the

- -11 inconsistency the half a rem annual whole body radiation
12~xposure

to member of the· public in excess of 0.5 rem for

13 transportation is ·seve:r:.ity level 1, and for hea.l:th. physics
14 th_e exact same statement is. severity level 2 ..
15
~6

17

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO:

Okay, ·that•s another way.of

put tinq it.

MR •. KEPPLER:

When we were here for the first

18 go-around, -19

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

20

(Laughter.)

·21

MR. KEPPLER:

(Inaudible.,)

-- there was a question as.to

22whether or not there should be an absolute gradation. of
23severity levels or relative gradation of severity levels.
24And because of the emphasis, the experiences and the
I

25 emphasis the Commission wanted to give to certain areas such
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1 as construction, transportation, we agreed to achieve a
2 higher 1eve1 ·of compliance, that we would make severity
3 levels 1 and 2 for these areas, recognizing that the actual

4 safety importance of the violations may not be as great as
5 perhaps a· severity level 1 in reactor operations ..

So it's my recollection that i t was a conscious

6

7decision to go this way, and it's one, by the way, that was
8 discussed heavily in the comments as to whether or not we
-

.

9 should have an absolute severity. level between categories,

10 or. rel:ative severity level.
11 -

Let me just add if you take, for example, a

12 severity level 1 for· reactor operations where you have· an
13 actual. h ea1 th and safety problem occurrence, it's very hard
14 to pl.ace a severity level 1 for construction in the same
15

cat~gory

because you really don't.have an imminent health

16 and safety concern at a construction site.,

So you ma:Y not

17 -- if you went with aa absolute standard, you may really
18start out, then, with your highest category in construction
19 being a severity level 3, for example ..
20
21 wrong.

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO:

That•s not necessarily

What I'm a little worried about is that everything

· ·22 -- what normally we might consider a relatively minor
23inciderit now gets to be severity level 1, and it masks the
24 importance of a severity level 1 in a reactor.
25

MR. KEPPLER:

Well, I will say thisG

My reaction
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1 to that aspect of the comment was that we really don't have
2 any severity level 1's in transportation.

Over the period

.3 involved, we didn't have any severity"level 1's in
·4 construction that I'm aware of •
.5

So it's really, I

think, shown -- my personal view

& is that it does offe.r the opportunity to show that the
7 Commission places a high level of importance on these

8 ma·tte.rs~ and I don't think it masks the other aspect of it ..
9 .

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO:

Should there be

~

T~1

for

· - 10 t·ran·s-portation, so :rou have ·some flavor that these are not
11- of equal. importance?

12 . - .

MR. KEPPLER:

· · 13 the. d·ocument.
- 14 .

Ve tried to say that in the body of

Maybe we could

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO:

15.be that much variation.

It seems

strang~

there.should

I can see the value of relative

- 16 priorities, bµt somehow one that is interested needs.to know
17 tha:t "they don't
18

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

I'l.l have to admit that

19 putting it so clearl.y you have weeded out the inconsistency.

20
- 21 -· -

MR. KEPPLER:

I don•t think it's all bad.

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO:

22 to say ·that• s a priority level.

No,· maybe an easy way out is
I hesti tate to make the

23 sugqestion because I haven't thought it through that far,
24 but maybe you want to consider something like T-1 or
25 whatever.
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1

Now, one of the problems we have had in past

2 .,enforcement accidents, or at least one that I think we have·
3 ha~, is when do you tak~ these enforcement actions.
__ 4

th~~olicy

5 -actions?
6 consider?

statement set forth a timetable for enforcement
And. what sort of timetable. might. we -want to
r•m really throwing this out as questions •
MR. STELLOi

.- 7

Should

It's not in thereQ

That

8 prqcedures that are foll.owed by· the office..

~ught

to be

We have tried

9 very hard to get our enforcement actions down to 30 days.,
10ThatQs a very, very difficult -..11

COMMISSIONER GILINSKY:

Thirty days after.the

12 event?
MR. STELLO:

13

Thirty days after the reporte

14 Identification is a better way to say it, and that's very,
- 15.Jeri difficult to do.

Some Of them are fairly ~omplexe

You

16 may.have the problem. identified~months and mdnths bef~re you

17 h.ave finished.
CHAIRMAN PALLADINO:

,.18

f agree, maybe you

don~t want

19 a timetable in the policy statement, but we ought to have
20 some guidelines somewhere.
I

21
22 on.

Let me ask one more and then I will let others

go

Under Facility Construction it talks about severity 1

23 applies only when
a structure or a system has been
'24 c6mpleted.

Now, should severity 1· also apply when a

25 structure or system could be completed in such a. manner that
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1 :1t. would not have been --:would not have satisfied its
2 intended safety-related purpose?

"If you have to wait before

3 you .. can give it a severity 1 until. everything is complete i t
__4"" pOU,nds to me that we have waited too lonq, especially when
5 there's something al.onq the way.

And we should identify i t

___ 6_as a very severe situation that we want. to change before i t
_7.g_ets. completed.

MR. STELLO:

8

: _9~· .veF.Y difficult to do.

Mr. Chairman, I think. that 9 s probably
You could have a designer that makes

10 a very simpl.e error in a desiqn or calculation, and the
11 whole procedural process --.that's the QA system itself
12 wou1d be operated to find it,.brit at the time you find that
1~err?i,

if that had been constructed it would have beeri a

14_ !Dajor problem.

You have not allowed the rest of the system

15_ to. do its job.
would find it very hard.

16

I

17

.COMMISSIONER GILINSKY:

But suppose somebody lied

- 1a to_ us alonq the way?
19

MR. STELLO:

I don't see the connectiona

20

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO,

Wel.l suppose there were false

21. .records?
MR~

22

STELLO:

I thought your question was .if they

-. 23.were constructing something and there was one place in the
24 proces_s where if it had gone into construction and been·
25

~µ~lt,

i t could create that problem.

I say if you try to go
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into the system at any other point, you are, in a sense,
2 removing a very normal part of the process which would look
3 at the· design review and

aud~t

and many things that are done

4 prior to the construction that shoul.d., ·in fact,

design to

___ 5 cat.ch_ the probl.em.
6

Now, I don't see how lying to us --

7

COMMISSIONER GILINSKY:

_8 what you have in mind.
9~onstr~ction

1Q

I

guess I

misun·derstood ·

Does the· restrictions on

simply not apply to your supplement 7?

MR. MURRAY:

That's right.

A 1ie would

b~

judged

11 under supplement 7, n~t under supplement 2, even though it
12 occurred during construction.
13

CbMMISSIONER GILINSKY:

Good enough.

14

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: · Let me fol.low thi.s.

When

19 you say compl.etion your footnote has acceptance by the QA
. 16 _o_rganiza tion, indicating that the structure is ready for
17 pre-operational testing.
18

MR. STELLO:

19

COMMISSIONER AHEABNE:

Yes.

20 example, building a containment.

Now let's take, for
When you say accepted and

21 ready for pre-operational testing are you saying that the

22 whole structure is now complete, the whole containment has
23been built and they are ready for pressurization tests?

Is

24 that the point.that you would feel that until. that point you
25 could never get severity 1?
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1

MR. STELLO;

No, there are acceptances long before

2 that.
3
_ :·4-

COMMISSIONEB AHEARNE:

There are acceptances long

befo·re that- but the first pre-operational testing --

-5

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO:

Maybe I'm misunderstand

you~

6 Vic, but I could picture.situations where they're doing
7 things wrong and you say, My God, we can't allow

that~

But

8 ·it. isn •t completed.
9

MR. KEPPLER&

But they would be taken care of

10 under severity level 2 or 3.where there are breakdowns in
:11 the quality assurance program of that activity.
12

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO;

It may not be quality

13 assurance; it may just be that·the fellow was doing it wrongo
14 ·

~

MR. KEPPLER:

That should be called as part of the

15 quality assurance.
16 -17 going on.

MR. STELLO:

Look at the normal process that"s

You have an architect-engineer and a const_ructor

18 and many· other subcontractors supplying equipment..

The

19subcontractor is building a subassembly which is improperQ
20 He comes to the site and there are normal QA processes that
21 .m-ight· be on. as part _of the constructor or AE, where even the
22Licensee rejects it.
23

·so it never vent in ..

The example you give would suggest that you could

. 24 say that's severity level 1, let's take it all the

w~y

to

25 the point where it was installed and it's sitting in ·the
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1 plant actually installed in there.

But as part of the

2 licensee's.program to go in when that system is being.turned
·

3~ver-to

him, he has a procedure where he goes through all

- 4 th·e, ·records to be sure that everything is done the way it
-' -- 5 j:s,

~and

he said, you installed· that in there the wrong way;

- 6 :please take it out· and put it in right.
I

7

think what you·want to do is make sure that.the

S:whole system has had a chan.ce to operate before --9

-- :

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO:

Let me give.you an example.

10Y-ou have welds to be made6 and surreptitiously to save time
11 th~·~ellows are just laying the weld rods in there, and it
j2gci~~-on

and you finally catch it.

But the whole system

13 isn't complete and you say, by golly, that is a very severe
14 si't-uation.

15 but you

And you might want to call i t severity level 1

c~n't

do it yet because the system isn't finished

16 and you don• t W-ant it to come along that way.

And this kind

- -1Tof- -thing has happened o
18

.

19would

COKMISSIORER AHEARNE:
~cobably

The mitigating factor there

be that you might make them go back and tear

20 out -a' lot of this stuff •.

21
-22
23

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO:

True,

that~s

exactly what you

cro.
HR. STELLO:

I think.I understand your

24.Enforcement is not just civil penalties.

problem~

If we saw

25 practices such as that, we have a lot of other tools in our
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1 box that we can use.

One of them that we could pull out is

2 an order that says "cease and desist."

If the kind of problem you described is going on,

3.

-4 ·th·e·n it would seem to me that maybe the enforcement tool is

5 stop.

Not a civil penalty.

6
·~1th~t,

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO:

I

agree, but if you follow

you would never have any.civil

penalties~

rem saying

8if you find that there ought to be some opportunity or some
9 caveat or enough flexibility so that. you •re not excluded
10 from· calling something that• s major a severity level 1.

MR. STELLO:

Okay.

But I

guess what· I"m trying to

12suggest is there are a variety of enforcement actions, and
13 whenever something happens that the totality· of the
14 enf-orcement process has to be considered.

Your example

15suggests.to me practices going on in the plant that cannot
· 16 b-e: tolerated under any circumstances and they have got to be

17 stopped.
18

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO:

19 and I can• t
20

But now if you stopped them

pen·alize them --

MR. STELLO:

Oh, you did.

The minute you stopped

21 them you killed them.
22
~~started

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO:

Yes, I know, but they get

again and fix it up, and I'm not sure I've gotten

24management attention to the severity of this kind of problem.
25

MR. DIRCKS:

I think we can take acc6unt of that.
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1

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO:

2 somebody else
3

go

don't I let

on?

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

4Joe.

Ok~y,.why

First a· question for you,

Do you intend to reach final approval of this today?
CHAIRMAN PALLADINO:

5

No..

I. thought af.ter. we• re

6 through we ought to see_ what may develop out of· this,

7because I think because I

think we will:want to votee

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

8

Okay, because I

had several

9 minor questions --

10

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO:

11

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

-- not todayQ
-- that I might just as

12we11 put into a piece of paper and send to Victore

They are

13. not anything significant •. 14

One~

I

would like an explanation.

In the comments

15 and response section that you have you have commented on
16imp1eme~ting the policy, NRC should follow requirements of

17-the Regulatory Flexibility

Act~

response:

the policy is not

And maybe a word or two about why would

18subject to the act.
19 help tremendously.

MR. KEPLER:

20

-

21 Ahearne.

There are two reasons, Commissioner

First is this is not a regul.a ti on and therefore i t

22vould not be subject to regulatory flexibility.
~it

wasn't a

regulation~

And second,

it was proposed prior to the

24 effective date of the Regulatory Fl.exibili ty Act.
25

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

So it's not that if it were
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1 being put out now, your second argument· for being out now;
- 2 it would be subject -MR. KEPLER:

If i t was being put out now as a

4 statement of policy it would not be applicable.
~5

If it would

be· :p.ut out now as a binding regulation then i t would be.
COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

6

And there the distinction

- 7 i-s po-licy versus regulation?
8

MR. KEPPLER:

9 ~

- -

COMMISSIONER

Bight.
AHEARNE~

You have struck the

.10 references to operator civil penalties, and essentially I
1tthink.have laft

e~ther

neutral or the impression that

12pending·further Commission review· and decision you won•t
13 tak·e-. action against opera tors.

·Could. you say a few words

14-why_ ·you took the operator section out?
15 . " .

MR. STELLO:

16-con·s.i-d·erable comment.

That was an area that had
I see leaving i t neutral, which is

17what I think i t is, having a sigriificant beneft in easing
- ·1a ·th·e tension that's present in the licensed operators..

I see

19 no need at this point to add to that process.
COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

20
21~-

Do you view the taking out

is that equivalent to saying that the enforcement policy

22is such that we will not take actions against individuals?
No, i t 0 s on a case by case basisc

23-

MR. STELLO:

24

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

25

~quating

Okay, but you're not

it to --
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1

- COMMISSIONER BRADFORD:

Does it say that anywhere?

2

COMMISSIONER GILINSKY:

You were asking that and I

_3~entioned

it.

Joe, why isn't there a supplement covering

4 individual licensees?
5

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO:

I

thought i t was in there

6 be.cause I was interested in that.

_7

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

The statement in response

B_say_s enforcement actions for-licensed operators will be
9determi.ned on a case-by-case basis•

Now, there's a

10 statement somewhere else in the policy itself which I

n

th.o_uqh.t left a_ sligh tl.y different

J2

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO;

impression~

I think it's on page 2-of the

13 pol.icy statement, if I'm reading right.

- J4 1~ ~to__the

KR. STELLO:

They are covered in that supplement 7

extent they are licensed ..

16_

COHKISSIONER GILINSKY:

18

MR. STELLO:

19

COMMISSIONER GILINSKY:

That '·s all, material false

They're covered by those --

20.material false statements.

That just deals with

That's something I've been

21 interested in, but there are all sorts of other possibl.e
22 violations.
23.

HR. STELLO:

24

MR. KEPPLER;

That's truec
If they are materials licenses it

25 would be covered under the materials license supplement.
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1

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

Let me go on and ask

2 another question.
MR. STELLO:

Let me just say it was a judgment

4 th.a-t . we were best off. leaving i t out for now.
~

If. the

_Com_mission wishes, we will add it.

COMMISSIONER AHEARNEi

6

The flavor I got in the

7 policy statement itself was that it would be done on a
. 8 -c:as-e-by-case basis, but pending further Commission action i t
9 will be done.
10

11
12
13
14 - - .

.. - - . - . :JS
. :JS.
17
18

19
20

21 .
. 22

-~::

23
24

25
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1

MR. STELLO:

If there is such a sta·tement, we'11

2.take it out.

,3

AHEARNE~

COMMISSIONER

The issue on nonprofit

4·hospi.tals and other nonprofit institutions, in going.through
5 the package of

~omments

I was struck by the very large

_6 number of hospitals that

responded~

I had expected a lot of

7 utilities to respond.

8

Could you say a few words about why the hospita1s

9 seemed to be so upset and concerned

6

perhaps either comments

10 that you have or -. 11

'KB. STELLO:

We have taken some action against

12 ·hospitals •
COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

. 13

I understand that.

But the

1~flavor at least from the comments seemed to go beyond what I

15 would have expected..
· 16

It was almost as though the attitude

wa.s they were surprised to find that they were subject..

"--

H ··: - .

MR. THOMPSON:

18 Ahearne.

In the course Of the public meetings -- and if you

I can respond to thatp Commissioner

19 look through the enclosure.three

20
... 21

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE8
MR. THOMPSON:

I dido

-- you wi1L find that not only are

22 there a number of hospitals, but a substantially larger
23 n.umber of hospitals· that commented· from

the Mid west than any

· 24 other portion of the. country.
25

There's also a particular commenter who made an
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1 appearance at the Chicago meeting, who is very active in
2 consultant work with hospitals.

Based on information he

3 provided at the maeting on the-nature and wording associated
4 with the comments from the hospitals, we are convinced that
5 ~h~re was a.concerted effort on the part of this particular
6 consultant to marshall his clients in a write-in campaign

7 whe~e they shared his views, and obviously they did share
8 his views, that we were now establishing something new that

9 did not exist before for medical licenseesG
10

We· don't.think that squares with the situation

11 that pre-existed or exists now, but it does help to expl.ain
12 th'e la.rge number of commenters that are in parallel.
13

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

14 flavor I was

gettin~

As I said,.that was the

through here,.that they were expressing

15qreat concern that we were going into an area that we had

- - - - 1a. no_t..

'g-one into· before.

And I. would suggest on these comment

17 responses that we go out with that some of that gets picked
18 up, because really throughout here when you read the
19hospital positions the flavor is, hold off for at least
20 another six months, you've hit.us with something we never
· 21 -realized we were liable for, this is a whole new area the
22 NRC is going into, which isn't true.
23
2~hospita1

!R. THOMPSON:
responders.

That's not uniform from all the

Some of them recognized they had been

25 and continue· to be vulnerable to actions.

But they didn't
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1 like the nature of the actions we were proposing.
2

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE;

You mentioned in your

·3 eomment response the comment was, any civil penalties
4 imposed on nonprofit hospitals or nonprofit institutions
5 would have to be paid by increasing charges to the publico

·a In response you say Table

1

has been modified to address

- 7 this concern ..
-8

Could you say a few words about how Table 1 was

9 modified to reflect that concerh?
10

MR. THOMPSON:

We addressed it in terms of the

11 reflection of ability to pay in general, which of course
12 does not apply across the board.
13 nonprofit organizations.

There are some very large

But in general, medical

14 institutions and nonprofit organizations we did put into the
15 table at a different point to indicate we recognize the
16 ability to pay.
17

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

The $4,000 figure i$ lower

18 than what it used to be.
MR. THOMPSON:

I believe that's correct.

20 have to check my noteso

I believe that's correct.

19

21

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE;

Well, let's see

I would

now~

That

22 point is because a nonprofit institution has to flow its
23charges back to the public.
24 for TVA?

Woul~

25

MR. THOMPSON'

Now, would·that also hold true

you reduce your·penalties for them?
It's awaiting his judgment.
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1

{Laughter.)

2

COMMISSIONER AHEABNE:

I was just wondering, are

3there other municipa1
MR. STELLO:

4

5 nonprofit.

TVA is not considered as a

It's a power reactor ..
COMMISSIONER AHEARNEi
MR.

7

8 orga·niza tion.
g·

STELLO~

What about SMUD?.

They are not a nonprofit

They are a power reactor ..

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

Okay.

But what this says,

10the comment is any civil penalties imposed on nonprofit
·11

hospitals or other

non~rofit

institutions

~ould

~ublic.

12paid by.increasing charges to the
13modified to address this concern.

The

have to be

Table 1 has been

Commi~sion

does not

14 desire to increase.. consumer. costs.

MR. DIRCKS:
.

-

-

I think the footnote on that.1-A says

1anonprofit institutions includes academic, medical and
17 nob.profit institutions.
COMMISSIONER

18

19 licensees.
20

AHEARNE~

Yes, to nonmaterial

I think you'd better expand --

MR. DIRCKS:

Fine~

Wevll just say nonprofite

21 I•11 make it clear it•s material licenses.,
22
~now

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:.

I guess this probably has

been explained, but on page 4, the last

par~graph,

for

24 enforcement actions you say the severity level of violations
25involving the failure to make a required report will be
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1 based upon the significance of and the circumstances
2 surrounding the matter.
-3
-4~arse

Are you there specif ica11y speaking to material
statement issues that we've just discussed?

.-5_

MR. STELLO:

.-6

MR. THOMPSON:

I wasn't following that •
The prior·po1icy the staff.had used

7 p·rior to the interim policy was that failure to report would

8be regarded with 'the same seriousness as the event not
9reported.
-

10~nterim

Following Commission guidance given to us on the

policy and consistent rrow 6 there are reporting

1:t si.tuations which under the revised policy and under the

12interim policy can be treated as more serious than the
-13 event.

Yes, to answer your question more directly, I
.15 think it is· both' the· material false statement and the
16 :re-p'orting which may not be invo1 ving material false
-

.11·sta·tements.
18

COMMISSIONER

AHEARNE~

So you

woul~

viewe then,

19that this statement allows you to increase rather than to
20 decrease the penalty due to the failure to report?
MR. THOMPSON:

I think i t could work both

22 directions, but it does provide the lattitude to regard more
-23serious1y the failure to report than the event not
24reported.
25

But it could work downward as well.
COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

Okay.

On page 5, the
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1 paragraph directly above "civil penalty," you say:
-2 "Licensees are not ordinarily cited for violations resulting
. 3 from matters not within their control .. "
-4--

Would- you expiain that a little bit?

.. 5

MR. THOMPSON;

In the interim policy that

6 statement was included as well., with an expansion clause

7that says, "such as a faulty design 0

installation~

8 m.a-intenance procedures/Y" a number of those·o

And a former

9colleague of yours commented specifically that that was not
iOvhat he envisioned when.we provided that out for licensee

11 :co.ntrol ..
. :12
13

ff e have left out the qualifying clause in the

revised policy, in an attempt to respond to that commenter.

14. -

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

Well, that now eliminates

15the qualifying clause, but what do.you mean by "matters not
16 within their control .. ••
MR. THOWPSON:

_17

18includedQ

We do believe that acts of God ate

They are really unquestionably beyond the control

19 o.f the licensee.
MR. STELLO:

20

21

e~u~pment

The problem was before you had

failures and then you had except for those caused

22by everything that can cause equipment failure.

And the

23 in-t-.ent was that you r:eally can have equipment failures that
24the licensee has really done everything reasonable in
25maintenance and design and everything else and it breaks, it
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1 wears

out~

It's out of his control if something breaks and

· 2 leaves a piece of equipment inoperable.
3

COMMISSIONER BRADFORD:

~we're

Can I just add, while

.on this stibject of the former colleague -- how did you

Shappen to decide, not that I mind, to treat Commissioner
6 memoranda as comments?

7

MR .. THOMPSON:

When we- were establishing the

8 docket, Commissioner Bradfo.rd, we arranged downstairs for
_ 9 e~erything that came in on :the interim policy to be dock:eted
~: )9~nd

assigned a number.

And it so happened that the sequence

~1-in -which Commissioner memoranda arrived to be docketed --

12 thay wanted it docketed on this subject and it was assigned
-13 a number, no significance .to it at al.1.
14

· COHMISSI.ONER BRADFORD:

15-as~igning

of -the numbers as just. the inclusion of them among

:16 the· public comments..
17about

It wasn't so much the

Joe~s,

I thought that mine, and I don't. know

had been circulated before the policy went out

18 ad was commented., and the provisions of i t that were adopted
19or not adopted by the Commission before we ever put the
- ·20 thing

OU t.

21

MR. THOMPSONi

It was simp1y_the administrative

22procedure of putting them all in one
-23 no greater

document~

We attached

~ignificance

'

(Laughter.)
25

COMMISSIONER BRADFORD:

That was clear.
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MR~

THOMPSON:

We

antici~ated

if you wished to

2 speak ex ca thedra i t would be in a sessi·on such as this •
. 3. - .

COKMISSIONER BRADFORD:

There is nothing ex

4 cathedra about this.
5

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

Page 9.

Let me read this

6 secti·on and then tell you what -- or ask the question.

You

· · 7 sa·y.·:. · "However, to emphasize the focus on the funda-mental
Sunderlying causes of the problemt th• cumulative
-9~1i

rn

violations which contributed to or were

tot~l

for

~onsequences

of

the problem will generally be based on the amount shown· in

11 the .table as adjusted.,. If an evaluation of ·such multiple
...

12evaluations shows that more than one fundamental problem is
13 invol.ved, then· separate civil penalties may be· assessed."
14

The impression I get· from. this is.that even-if

15 there were many serious violations, that if you can· trace
16that back to a. sirigle cause then you will only.give one
17 penalty.

And the r.eason seems to be. to emphasize the focus

18 on the fundamental. cause, which then shifts from the
19 seriousness of the effects.
MRo STELLO:

20

21 The
22

int~nt

~dea·1.

Let me tell you what the intent wase

was that our enfbrcement actions ought to get and

with the fundamental causal problem.

If there are·

23 problems, then we try to arrange the enforcement actions to
24'deal with the' two or three or whatever number of problems
25 there are.
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In each

cas~,

you could have examples that fit and

·2 ·dem.onstrate where the weaknesses are or where the problem
3 was.

I want to make sure that our enforcement action and

4 letters and everything point to a clear understanding of
5 what it is the licensee really has to· fix, what the
-6 wrongness is. That•s the reason for that kind of language.
7

It does not suggest that if you had a laundry list

·a· an-d

you could identify this whole· laundry list and there are

9 jus.t ·too many things that are wrong such that QA is a major
·: 10 pr-oblem, but everything is in violation of Appendix Bi' with
11 30 or 40 examples,.that that all has to be treated as "one
- 12 violation •."
·

~g.··

No.

Again, two· points are being made.

One is the

- 14 total of the enforcement action and the other is the civil
-15~~~al~y.

But in all cases, trying to make sure that we got

16 to the underlying

proble~

or thing that was happeninge

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

17

18 about that a l.ittle bite
19 making.

Okayo

I have.to think

I understand the point you 're.

I think it can be read somewhat differentl.Jo

It

20can.be read that you narrow it -- that it would be in the
~licensee's·

best interest to argue, yes, you found I

22 committed 15 gross viol.ations, however I just w.ant to point
23

6u~·to

you they all stem from this one instance.
STELLO~

24

MR.

Oh, no, noo

25

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO:

That wasn't the intent.

Or one individualo
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1

COMMISSIONER AHE!RNE~

2

(Laughter.)

~-

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

--

Right, and we fired him.

You _have a statement on

_4 page 12 that orders are made effectiveimmediately whenever

_ - ~-~

~t

is determined that the public health, interest or safety

6 so requires.

Now, I gather that stems from the fact that

-7 that's what the

Admin~strative.Procedures

Act allows one to

8· say when you make an order effective immediately.·

I

just

9 won-d-e-red whethei:- you had· a working def ini ti on of the "public
10: -int-ere st"
,. --

.: 11: -

MR. STELIOi

No~-

Whenever there is a need to get

12 i:n-volved with balancing, that• s already another. one of those
13 reasons, and: then we - come back to the Commission if we• re

14 going to do that.

The balance of those other factors will

- 15 -be: -pa--r.t of the process by which. the Commission got
- 16 :involved.•

MR. ·MURRAY:

Is that the - one that you sent

- 18 shutting down construction in order to get

a handle on the

19 problem, you tend to.lean on public interest because it"s

20 difficult to lean on i~mediat~ threat to public health and
- - 21 safety ..

22 23~ou1d

COMMISSIONER AHEABNE:

Now, since ybu raise that,

you expect to be able to read through this document

24 and come. up with a conclusion when we would have immediately
25 effective suspension of the CP, or would you go elsewhere to -
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1 try to find those guidelines.
2

MR. STELLOi

I think after reading the document

3 a 11 you would do is. have some sort of fair idea. of what that
~would

do.

In terms of any detailed explanation, you can°t

-- .- :5 h-a-v-e it in the policy.

· - :a

· I don't. know that you can write it

to do that.
COM!ISSIONER AHEARNE:

It wasn't.clear to me,

8 ot·her than this one particular area, that I could find any
- 9 guidance on when you would take action for immediate
10 suspension of the CP.
. 11. .

MR. STELLO:

12 g·u-id-ance as to that.·

I think Table 2 gives some specific
If you fall within Table 2, that ·is

13 very specific.
COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

14

Say that again?

Now that.

15 is one I guess you conclude that D or C -- is that it?

C or

· 1a· D?

. 17

MR. STELLO&

Those are orders.

D is just any

18 further action, which could be any one of a number of
19 things.

Those start to indicate when the orders would issue

20 and under what set of circumstances.
21 ..

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE&

Yeah, but I guess it would

22 have to be D, because C is a show-causeo
-~have

As .you know, we

before had problems with when do you issue an

· · 24 immediately effective suspension of a CP.
25

MR. STELLO;

It's a very difficult area.

If you
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1 knew they were going to ,start construction and they were
2 g-oing to pour an aw.ful lot of conc.rete that might cover it
3 up ,and you couldn•t get the licensee to agree to hold that

4 unt-i.l it was resolved, then I think the public interest
5 would warrant having an order to go out immediately

-

6 effective and you would consider ·ito
7 kiids of examples one would have.

COMMISSIONER

8

AHEARNE~

9 administrative actions," you say.;

And there are those

Btit --

On page 13 under "related
'"The NRC expects

10 liriensees to adhere to any informal obligations."

What is

11 an. informal obligation?
12

MR. STELLO;

We have a meeting with him and he

13 tells us that he won't start up the plant until the
14 following things are done and he 0 11 call us up and let us
15 know.

We. expect he's going to do thato

And any time we

16 have a belief that he's not8 then what we're going to do is
17 make those a. condition of order ..
18.

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

But the message that you

19·would expect the licensee or the public to get from this
20 section is that if the licensee makes a commitment, a verbal
21 commitment, I guess, is an informal -- well., it's not quite
22 binding.

But if he doesn't follow through, then you will

23 follow with an order to make it binding.
24

MR. STELLO:

Yes.

An immediate action level -- an

25 immediate action letter is written, and if he doesn't wish
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1 to follow, we're prepared to go with an order.
2

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

Okay.

On page 15 you have

- -3.the administrative review of civil penalty and other
4 ord·ers.

You have that the reviewing authorities -- and I

·:: 5 -g-u:e'ss that you are assuming the board and the boards

at

6 that stage shall independently apply the enforcement
7 policy.

8

Why shouldn!t they -- I guess it's more a question

9to. Bill.

Why aren't you proposing that the boards be

10 somewhat bound by the enforcement policy?
c

11 .

MR. DIRCKS,.;

13

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

14 intruding

1nt~

an

ar~a

I don't make any proposals regarding

No, this is -- you're

of administrative· review and you're

15 essentia.lly saying your proposal is that the boards
16 independently apply the enforcement policy.
17 - .

MR. BICKWIT:

1a·being bound by it.

This doesn•t say anything about not

It simply says that they apply it

19 independently of the application of it by the Director ..
20

MR. MURRAY:

May I just go on to add, that is

21 exactly what was done by the Appeal Board in the Atlantic

22 Research case.
: 23

COMHISSIONER AHEARNE:

... 24

(Laughter.)

25

MR. MURRAY:

Oh, I know it wello

And that was the guidance we were
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1 taking, since the Commission approved the Appeal Board's
2·action in that regard.
3

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

But I thought this was the

4 EDO's proposed enforcement policy.
·. :-5-;

MR. DIRCKS:

We're asking.for Commission

6 endorsement of it.
COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

YesQ

But I'm asking

.. 8 whether that is the approach that you believe -ought to be -

- 9 done by the boards.
10

COMMTSSIONER

:., :11 . - :' - .

GILINSKY~

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

12·

What page are you on now?
Page 15, section 7.

For example, the boards could review for issues of

13 fact a-nd abuse of discretion.

MR. MURRAY:

14
15the~~-wil1

That would be a possibility.

It was just pointed out to-me that

be de novo review of these decisions in court,

16 e•en when the Commission makes themo
17~e

And therefore it might

argued the boards ought to have that authority as wello

18

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

It might be.

It

~lso

might

19be argued that the boards ought not to have that !Uthority,.
20de novo authority.
21

MR. DIRCKS:

22

COMMISSIONER AHEARNEg

I

don~t

think they should.
Well, I expected that and I

23 was surprise_d that this recommended policy didn't have
~could

25

you consider that?
CHAIRMAN PALLADINO:

You mean sometimes the
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1·guidance that the Commission gives should not be followed? ..
2

. COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

No, no, no.

This is the

3 b_o.a,r.d, when the board reviews this.
4

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO:

But I thought this came from

5 an earlier Commission guidance.
6

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

Well, this section was, I

7believe, a new section that.was.added.to the enforcement
Epolicy and the guidance for that was from one experience.
9 But it was not part of the previous

10

MR. MURRAY:

The facts in that case for Atlantic

11 Research,. Commissioner Gilinsky 8

-~

radiographer had failed

12 to do a lot of things. · He disconnected an interlock and
13 overexposed himself and some others.

The issue was whether

14management was _involved in that, because the management
15contended they hadn't given this individual any instructions
,)

.16 t_o de_fea t the interlocks.

In fact 6 they ordered him to do

17 just the opposite.
18

·We contended before the Appeal Board and the

19Commissicn held, and the Appeal Board and the Commission
20held, that we could impose a civil penalty notwithstanding
21 the lack of direct managemen.t involvement.

There was an

22 aura of management involvement to the extent that they
23allowed the individual to act as he did, reflecting on the
24comment that.you made earlier.
25

But the issue as it fits here is simply, what did
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1 the Appeal Board have to do with our enforcement policy, and
2 they held that they could look at the enforcement policy on
3 their own and decide what penalty to come to.

They were not

4·simply reviewing the Director's decision on the basis of
-Sabuse of discretion.
The Commission upheld that and we took that to be

6

7 the guidance to follow: in this case.
8

- --

MR. BICKWIT:

But they are still bound to the

·9enforcement policy under that language.
10

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

YesK I guess I would like

· H to· Jl·ave it expanded a little bit •.

12

MR. BICKWIT:

I understand your point.

I think

13 it• s a separable one from whether they are bound to the
14 enf·orcement policy.
. 15

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE&

Remembering very well that

16whole Atlantic Research thingK I wouldn't mind if

th~y.were

17 bouD:d· a. little more tightly to any enforcement policy the
18 Commission ends up deciding on.
19

COMMISSIONER BRADFORD:

I don°t see how you can

20bind them without going back to the earlier contention that
21this isn't the regulation.
22

MR. BICKWIT:

They are bound to the policy to the

23same extent the staff and the Commission are bound to it.
24don•t see how you ean read it any differently than that.
25

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

And let me -- Atlantic
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1 Richfield and the Atlantic Research one still bothers me.
MR. BICKWIT:

2

3with that question.

I don't blame you,. and you can deal

It's just a different question, the

4 extent to which they 're bound to this policy.
COHMISSIONER GILINSKY:

5

What is i t you would like

6 to see. happen, John?
7

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

I.think the board ought.to

8 review for facts and for abuse of discretion.
9

COMMISSIONER GILINSKY:

So they can say either yes

10 ·or ·no, is. that. the idea?
11

COMMISSIONER. AHEARNE:

They can say yes or no on

12facts br yes or no on.the abuse of discretion.
13

COMMIS$IONER GILINSKY:

You don't want them to

14 --·
15' :
·-

16b~

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

4oing a complete review of the whole

'17'
~a·

I don't think they ought to

COMMISSIONER GILINSKY:

thing~

Are you troubled by their

changing the penalty?

19

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

20

COMMISSIONER GILINSKY:

I

0

m not sure on that one.

I'm just trying to

21 understand.
22
~backgtound

. 24that much.

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

I tried to get some more

on section 7 and I found that there really wasn't
It all led back to

thi~

one case.

And I think

25the staff has done very wellF given that one data pointi to
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1 construct a section.
2

Only one last question and i t goes to supplement 6

3 -- or 4, rather, severity categories.
- 4 hea-1 th physics.

We're talking about

And i. t really doesn • t have to do so much

5with health physics, but let me pick on the footnote .•

You

Shave a footnote and you have the personnel overexpasures and
-7 a·ssociated violations incurred during a lifesaving effort

_Swill be treated separately from.the policy.

And I think

9 elsewhere in the policy you have a sentence alludirig to
10 that.

1t -

12 question.

I

agree with that.

Let me ask a different

During an accident, what if the licensee is faced

13with: the issue of violating a regulation in order to take an
14 a-ction that will, in the licensee• s best judgment, alleviate
· 15 the: a-ccident?
-16

MR. STELLO:

17know the status at the

We are going to propose -- I don•t
moment-~

a change in the regulations

1athat would in fact make that clear to the licensee, that it
19 is expected that he would do that afterwards.,
20

COMMISSIONER

AHEARNE~

Okay, because just sitting

21 here on this enforcement policy, it reinforces that
22

MR. STELLO:

We're trying to change the regulation

23that that would be the Commission's, in fact, requirement .
24for that
25

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

But you are addressing
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1 that?
2

MR. STELLO:

3

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO:

Yes.
You don't want his medal of

4 honor to be presented in jail.
5

--a

(Laughter.)
COMMISSIONER BRADFORD:

7 your comment, Joe.

I wasn't taking issue wi~h

But it's one thj,ng to state it in an

8 obvious form, which is, if it's essential to prevent the
9 accident from getting worse, of course we expect him t.o do
- 10 w-ha-t-'s necessary.

But you' re much more likely to get gray

11 areas floating.around, and what you 9 re really going to be
12 de·ciding after the fact is whether the licensee behaved in a
13 reasonable manner even if he wound up in violation of the
14 requlation.
15

And then what's more likely to come into play is

. 16 som-e sort of prosecutorial discretion as to what one wants
17 to do about it.

I want to see this

action~

but I don't

18 think it ought to. be couched as a blanket waiver of the
19 regulation when things get sticky.
MR. STELLO:

There's a regulation for that purpose

21 and that would be the time to try to make that balance.
22
~question.

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO:

I think Victor had a

Incidentally, on the way I turned to a page, page

. \

24 4, enclosure 4,

you had enclosure as severity level three

25 and you had it in an Arabic number instead of a Roman
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1 number.

And it's those sort of things that confuse me and

2 makes me think there• s something I didn • t catch.
3

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

One of the commenters

4 suqi;Jesting going from Roman numerals to Arabic numbers, and

.: .?

ow:. response was- we agree.

6
·· 7 don 9 t
8

CHAIRMAN PALLADINOg

Well, whatever way you go,·

change them in midstream.
COMMISSIONER

BRADFORD~

That's another one of

. 9 t:hose Commission comments that comes back and winds up being

10 data points ..
- :11 -

12

(Laughter.)
CHAIRMAN PALLADINO:

I know you didn"t intend to

13 be inconsistent, but -14

COMMISSIONER GILINSKY:

I've just qot a brief

15 q.u-estion, because I get hungry around this time..

But on the

16 Supplement 3 on safeguards, it looked to me like you had
17 some ·items of rather widely varying importance in severity
18one~

Let me ask you first, when you say -- do you have it

19 there? -- an act of .radiological sabotage or actual theft,
20 loss or diversion, when you say loss that means what?

Does

21 that mean that we have actually concluded that there is a
22~oss

or a mismatch on the books or what?

- 23

MR. STELLO:

- 24

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

25 difference?

An actual

loss~

It's not just an inventory

It's an actual loss?
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1

MR. STELLO:

2 --.

COMMISSIONER GILINSKY:

Right~

We're convinced there is X

3 kilagrams of material floating around somewheres.
4·

MR. STELLOi

. -5

Yes •

COMMISSIONER GILINSKY:

I must say, the actual

-s th-eft- or di version as far as I am concerned is a ·different
7 -st:r·atosphere.

I mean, that's a whole different world.

And

8 if you compare it.with ariother item, which is entry of an
9 ·unauthorized individual into a vital area -- would· that be
10 somebody who isn't supposed to be in the reactor control
- · · 11 room?

MR.

12
13

STELLO~

He doesn't have authorization at all

to have gotten into the vital area and he got. through all

14 the vital areas, from .the barrier outside of the plant.
I

COMMISSIONER GILINSKY:

15

I see.

How £ar would he

16 have to get into the plant to qualify for this?

17 -

MR. STELLO:

18

COMMISSIONER GILINSKY:

19

MR. KEPPLER:

20

go~ng

And that's what?

There are at least two barriers,

through the normal entry of the outside and then

21 getting

22

Into a vital area.

~ast

the protective feature.

COMMISSIONER GILINSKY:

The turbine area would not

- 23 be such a vital area?
24

MR. KEPPiER:

25

COMMISSIO~ER

It is not.
GILINSKY:

It is not.
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COMMISSIONER AHEARNE~·

1

Would that ·include an NRC

2 inspector who was trying to test the system?
:3

COMMISSIONER GILINSKY:

liell, when you say outside

4 the protected area, the protected area is the entire plant.
MR. STELLO:

5

Yeah.

If he didn't use his

· 6 ide.ntification in any way, shape or form. Or was i t his
7 recognition to someone un.kn.own or strange, yes.
8

COMMISSIONER BRADFORD:

With reqard to severity

- 9 ·one, in plan ts un·der construction, why do you. require that
· 10 the- s:rstem be completed?
11

MRe STELLO:

12

COMMISSIONER BRADFORD:

13 it,. please forgive me.

That's.the discussion that we hade
I'm sorry.

If you covered

. I was considering. the Commission

14 comments were bured in that supplement 3.
·15 ..

:16 .t:o

M"R. STELLO:
·go

Let me conclude by saying we're going

back and try to deal with seeing if there• s some

· 17 language that could be used.
COMMISSIONER

18

BRADFORD~

Did you also deal with the

19 top of page 6, .which seems to make no sense?

This is the

20 sentence on the top of page 6 that I can't make heads or
- 21 -tails of ..
22
23
24
25

. COMMISSIONER AHEARNE=

They're picking up your

comments~

(Laughter5)
·COMMISSIONER BRADFORD:

Which one?
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COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

On the top of page 6.

On

2 page 3, section 3, .I think they say . this was modified to
·3· pick up your comment •

. COMMISSIONER BRADFORD:

Yeaho

But tead that

5 sentence and try to te11 me what that actually means.

=s.

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

7

Oh, that's different.

(Laughter .. )

-a

COMMISSIONER BRADFORD;

I w6uld prefer to bave my

9 comments picked up in a way I can understand ..
MR. DIRCKS:

10
11'

h~ve

somebody work

on that.

1Z
13

Why don't we just

COMMISSIONER BRADFORD:
missing.

There must be a number

NRC norma11y considers civi1 penalties only for

14 similar vio1ations that occur blank, from the date, period
- 15 o'.f tline.
MR~

16
17

From. the date of the 1ast

-inspection ..
COMMISSIONER BRADFORD:

18
19

STELLO~

You

m~an

after the date of

the last inspection?

MR. STELLO:

20

Yeah, or within two years, whichever

21 is g:rea ter ..

COMMISSIONER BRADFORD:

22
~or

is there a period of time

The nfromn means nafter6n

th~t's

missing before the word

24 "from"?

25

MR .. STELLG:

It's between the two inspection
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1 periods, that compared to two years, whichever is greater.
2

We'll fix it.

3

COMMISSIONER BRADFORD:

4

CHAIR~AN

PALLADINO:

Okay.

Now, I gather there are some

-5 changes you're going to make to this and we'll b& seeing
6 either the revised version or a page that identifies the
7 changes, and.we can.vote on that when we receive it@
8.

MR. BICKWIT:

Cha~rman,

Mr.

our office has

~

._9number of comments with.respect to.that •
. - -10 - .

MR. STELLO;

You're going to provide them to us 6 I

MR. BICKWIT:

That's what I meant by saying thato

· 11 . hope.
-12

.

13

CHAIRMAN

PALLADINO~

Okay·.

Thank you all for

14 coming.

We stand adjourned.

15 ·

· (Whereupon, at 12:.JO. p .m., the Commission was

16 adjourned •. )
17
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